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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a solution to the challenge of mitigating carbon
emissions from hosting large-scale machine learning (ML) inference
services. ML inference is critical tomodern technology products, but
it is also a significant contributor to carbon footprint. We introduce,
Clover 1, a carbon-friendly ML inference service runtime system
that balances performance, accuracy, and carbon emissions through
mixed-quality models and GPU resource partitioning. Our experi-
mental results demonstrate that Clover is effective in substantially
reducing carbon emissions while maintaining high accuracy and
meeting service level agreement (SLA) targets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reducing carbon emissions is of critical importance to combat the
growing threat of climate change, as noted by United Nation and
other agencies [1]. The large-scale systems that host information
technology services account for 2% of the global carbon emission [2]
– the amount of datacenter workload has grown by 260% in the past
6 years and is expected to keep growing, and, its contribution to
the global carbon emission is likely to increase by many folds [3, 4].

A relevant and contributing trend is that technology companies
are increasingly incorporating artificial intelligence (AI) into their
products and hosting trained machine learning (ML) models in
datacenters GPUs to offer ML inference services to customers. In-
advertently, these inference services have exacerbated the carbon
emission challenge because they account for a large proportion
of the datacenter compute cycles. For example, many of Google’s
billion-user services are empowered by AI and their inference repre-
sents 60% of the AI infrastructure emissions [5]; Meta has expanded
their infrastructure capacity by 2.5× to meet the ML inference de-
mand [6]; AWS and NVIDIA have estimated that inference accounts
for 90% of the ML workloads in HPC and cloud datacenters [7, 8].

Therefore, the goal of this paper is to design a novel carbon-

friendly ML inference service runtime system. Unfortunately, carbon-
friendliness is often at odds with other desirable properties, includ-
ing performance (low inference latency) and inference accuracy
(high accuracy requires complex models and more computation-
intensive operations, increasing the carbon footprint). But currently,
we do not have the tools to effectively and automatically navigate
this trade-off space and makeML inference services carbon-friendly.

1Clover has been accepted at the 2023 ACM/IEEE International Conference for High
Performance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis (SC ’23)

Nevertheless, given the growing importance of carbon-free oper-
ation in HPC systems and datacenters, finding solutions to this
problem is becoming increasingly critical [9–13].

Clover Key Ideas and Contributions. The following summa-
rizes the key insights behind Clover2, the challenges in exploiting
the observed opportunities, and Clover’s contributions.

Opportunity Space of Mixed-Quality Models and GPU Parti-

tioning for Carbon Saving. This is the first study to present exper-
imental evidence to demonstrate the opportunities and trade-offs
in mixed-quality models and GPU partitioning for carbon savings.
Our experiments reveal that creating a mixture of model variants
(i.e., a mixture of low- and high-quality models) can result in sig-
nificant carbon savings while maintaining a high level of accuracy.
Additionally, GPU partitioning can also contribute to carbon re-
duction by optimizing resource utilization, although it can lead to
increased latency and potential violations of SLA targets. Unfortu-
nately, navigating this three-dimensional trade-off space (accuracy,

carbon emission, and latency/SLA targets) is challenging, especially

in the context that the carbon intensity of the energy sources powering

the datacenters varies over time (Sec. 3).

Novel Carbon-Aware ML Inference Framework. Clover
presents the design and implementation of a novel carbon footprint-
aware ML inference service that reduces carbon emissions, attains
high accuracy, and meets SLA targets. The proposed framework
incorporates two seemingly unrelated ideas: mixed-quality models
and hardware support for GPU partitioning, to minimize carbon
footprint. Clover’s intelligent GPU partition boosts the utilization

efficiency and provides the opportunity for carbon emission savings,

but it can negatively impact SLA – using mixed-quality model vari-

ants, Clover mitigates that challenge as lower-quality models allow

Clover to minimize SLA violations, while higher-quality models al-

low Clover to reach high accuracy. Clover’s optimization engine
dynamically adapts to the carbon intensity of the energy source
powering the large-scale data centers to opportunistically achieve
its carbon and accuracy goals, while meeting SLA targets. Clover’s
optimization process is completely online, does not require offline
training data, and is practical (Sec. 4).

Evaluation Results. Our extensive evaluation of the Clover sys-
tem on real-world scenarios demonstrates its effectiveness in reduc-
ing carbon emissions during model inference, while still achieving

2Clover is a green plant with often three-toothed leaflets. The green color symbolizes
carbon friendliness, and three leaflets correspond to carbon savings, accuracy, and
performance.
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high accuracy and meeting SLA constraints. We evaluate the sys-
tem in representative production environments, using real-world
carbon intensity traces, and ML models, including the BERT model
for natural language processing, object detection, and image clas-
sification applications. Our real-system prototype demonstrates
that Clover is within 5% of the practically-infeasible Oracle tech-
nique (Sec. 5). We anticipate Clover serves as a catalyst for the
community to enhance and develop carbon-aware ML inference
services.

2 BACKGROUND

Carbon Intensity and Carbon Emission. Electric power plants
generate carbon dioxide (CO2) during power generation, and this
generated power is fed to datacenters that provide computing-based
services. These hosted services consume a significant amount of
compute hours and contribute to the carbon emission of the datacen-
ters. To measure the environmental impact of generated/consumed
energy, carbon intensity is used as a metric, which measures the
amount of (CO2) emitted per unit of energy (e.g., gCO2/kWh). Es-
sentially, the carbon intensity indicates the “greenness” of the gen-
erated energy. Depending upon the time and geographical location,
the greenness of the energy mix to the datacenter can vary.

In the context of a datacenter, the carbon emission/footprint
refers to the amount of greenhouse gases (gCO2) emitted directly or
indirectly from the site, and varies depending upon the “greenness”
of the energy source powering the datacenter. Carbon footprint
is often categorized into embodied carbon footprint and opera-
tional carbon footprint. Embodied carbon footprint is incurred
when building the datacenter and manufacturing the components,
and the operational carbon footprint corresponds to running com-
putational workloads and hosting online services. Previous works
have shown that embodied carbon footprint can be non-negligible
for smartphones [2], but the operational carbon footprint is the
biggest contributor (often more than 10× the embodied) toward
the overall carbon footprint of the datacenters because a datacen-
ter’s operational energy is much larger in magnitude compared to
mobile devices and their lifetimes are also much longer [14, 15].
Therefore, reducing operational carbon footprint is a strong focus
of datacenter operators [16, 17]. Note that lowering the operational
carbon footprint can indirectly lower the embodied carbon foot-
print too. For example, the sharing of hardware resources reduces
the operational carbon footprint by reducing the energy, and it also
reduces the number of hardware resources – lowering the required
embodied carbon footprint for building the system.

In this paper, we focus on the ML inference services running
in these datacenters which contribute to the operational carbon
footprint of the datacenters because they tend to make up for
90% of total AI compute cycles [7, 8]. Throughout this work, the
term “carbon” refers to the operational carbon by default, and
we use the terms “carbon footprint” and “carbon emission” in-
terchangeably. The carbon footprint is calculated as the product
of energy consumed and carbon intensity of the energy source
(Carbon Footprint = Energy × Carbon Intensity), same as that de-
fined by other works [18, 19]. Lowering energy consumption (e.g.,
sharing hardware resources, and improving the power usage effec-
tiveness with better cooling systems) reduces the carbon footprint

7g slice 4g slice 3g slice 2g slice 1g sliceSlice Types:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Figure 1. Multi-instance GPU capability allows models to share a

GPU via 19 different configurations. Each configuration is composed

of a set of partitions. Each partition is one of the five different slice

types representing different compute and memory capacities.

of the online service. Similarly, using lower carbon-intensity energy
sources (e.g., solar plant energy) to power a datacenter also reduces
the overall carbon footprint.

Model Architecture Family and Variants. When deploying ML
models for inference, the same model architecture can have a fam-
ily of model variants with a different number of parameters and
sizes [20–22], which offer flexibility in balancing accuracy and re-
source needs. The number of parameters in a model architecture
depends on several factors, including the number of layers, the
size of each layer, and the type of connections between the layers.
Depending on the target number of parameters and computation
resources, production AutoML tools [23, 24] can generate different
fine-tuned model variants for the same application, which may offer
different levels of accuracy and resource needs. For example, Google
has pre-trained 8 model variants for the state-of-the-art Efficient-
Net [22] family, labeled from EfficientNet-B0 to EfficientNet-B7, as
the model size increases. These variants have different numbers
of parameters and have been traditionally used for deployment
in different environments (e.g., resource-constrained edge devices,
strict latency requirements, etc.) [25–27].

GPU Partitioning using Multi-Instance GPU. For GPU parti-
tioning for resource sharing, we are using the Multi-Instance GPU
(MIG) [28] as a vehicle for experimental demonstration and evalua-
tion. This is because MIG capability allows multiple workloads to
share the same physical GPU, improving utilization while providing
error and performance isolation – prior GPU partition and sharing
techniques do not offer this (e.g., Multi-Process Service [29]).

Multi-Instance GPU (MIG) [28] is a hardware-based feature on
NVIDIA Ampere, Hopper, and future generation datacenter GPUs
to enable a single physical GPU to be partitioned into multiple
smaller GPU slices, each with their own dedicated resources such
as memory, compute cores, and cache. As shown in Fig. 1 (recre-
ated based on [28]), there are a total of 5 MIG GPU slice types on
NVIDIA A100: 7g, 4g, 3g, 2g, and 1g, corresponding to the number
of dedicated resources from highest to lowest (more details are
available in [30, 31]). One can partition the GPU into 19 different
MIG configurations consisting of these slice types. For example,
when we set MIG configuration to configuration number 10, it
partitions GPU into four slices of {1g, 1g, 2g, 3g}. With the GPUs
partitioned, one can host an instance of the inference service on
every partition, increasing the total number of service instances
compared to unpartitioned GPUs. Next, in Sec. 3, we provide details
on how both the model variants and GPU partition interacts with
the carbon footprint, accuracy, and latency of an inference service.
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Figure 2. Using mixed-quality models provides an opportunity to

reduce the carbon footprint of model serving significantly while main-

taining high accuracy.

3 MOTIVATION

In this section, we provide three key insights that motivate the
design of our Clover inference system.

Opportunity 1. Creating a mixture of model variants (i.e., a
mixture of low- and high-quality models) provides an opportu-
nity for a significant reduction in the carbon footprint while
maintaining minimal loss in the overall inference accuracy.

Fig. 2 shows a visualization of using mixed-quality inference
services hosted on a 4-GPU system (each GPU can host a different
model variant). The x-axis represents the carbon footprint reduction
and the y-axis represents the overall inference accuracy of different
combinations of model variants (more methodology details avail-
able in Sec. 5.1). The overall accuracy is the weighted average accu-
racy of requests served by each model variant. Recall that different
model variants can offer different levels of accuracy, and their cor-
responding carbon footprint also varies. A model that offers higher
accuracy is likely to be more complex and more compute-intensive
– leading to higher operational energy and carbon footprint.

The accuracy and carbon emission are relative to the default
configuration where we host the highest-quality model variant on
all GPUs, represented by the star point (0,1). For fair evaluation,
while calculating the carbon emission/footprint savings, we have
kept the carbon intensity (i.e., the greenness of the energy source
powering the infrastructure) the same. Fig. 2 reveals the trade-off
between accuracy and carbon footprint reduction. For example, a
combination of high-quality and low-quality models can provide
over 60% carbon footprint savings, while incurring less than 5%
accuracy degradation compared to the highest-quality model. As
expected, the opportunity for carbon savings increaseswith a higher
tolerance for accuracy degradation (more than 80% carbon savings
for 10% accuracy loss).

Whilemodel variants have been traditionally used by priorworks
for deploying in different environments (e.g., resource-constrained
edge devices, strict latency requirements, etc.) [25–27]. To the best
of our knowledge, they have not been exploited for carbon savings
because determining the combination of models with different
accuracy/quality to attain a given accuracy degradation and carbon
saving is challenging. Multiple models with different qualities may
provide different carbon savings. This problem becomes even more
challenging in Clover’s case because we dynamically respond to
the varying carbon intensity of the energy source (e.g., the fraction
of energy coming from renewable sources may vary over the day)
– Clover solves these challenges.
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Figure 3. MIG GPU partitioning enables the opportunity to reduce

carbon footprint because of better resource utilization, but at the cost

of latency degradation. C1 is full GPU, C2 partitions the GPU into

{4g, 2g, 1g} and C3 partitions the GPU into seven 1g slices.

Next, we discuss the second aspect of the design trade-off –
latency of the ML inference requests. In particular, we show that
GPU sharing among inference service instances can reduce carbon
footprint, but increase the latency (carbon vs. latency trade-offs).

Opportunity 2. Partitioning a GPU hardware provides an
opportunity to reduce the carbon footprint because it allows
more efficient usage of GPU resources. However, sharing GPU
resources leads to higher latency (i.e., higher SLA violation
rate) – making it challenging to exploit this opportunity space.

Fig. 3 shows the effects of partitioning the GPU on the carbon
footprint and the inference latency. Before drawing observations
from this experiment, we briefly describe the setup.

The GPU is configured to C1, C2, and C3, representing the MIG
configurations 1, 3, and 19, respectively in Fig. 1. We have hosted
the same model variant (i.e., the model quality is fixed) across all
partitions of the GPU and each partition hosts one instance of the
inference service. We keep the model quality the same to avoid
complexities arising from accuracy trade-offs in this experiment –
which was the focus of the previous observation. For consistency,
we keep the carbon intensity the same throughout the experiment.

Fig. 3 shows that when the GPU goes from a non-partitioned
state (i.e.,𝐶1) to a fine-grained partitioned state (𝐶3), we can reduce
the carbon footprint by 30% when serving the same number of
inference requests. This is because fine-grained partitioning allows
a higher degree of hardware sharing, and hence, better resource
utilization. This leads to lower carbon emissions per request.

All resources of a large, non-partitioned GPU can not be fully
utilized by a single hosted model. Increasing sharing among mul-
tiple model instances allows better resource efficiency and hence,
lower energy consumption (carbon footprint) per request on aver-
age. But, as expected, less dedicated resources from sharing hurts
the latency of individual service instances. This implies that if we
explore the option of GPU partition to reduce carbon footprint,
this will inevitably violate the service level agreement (SLA) due
to the latency increase. However, recall that different variants in a
model family have different numbers of floating point operations
during inference, hence different inference latency. While previous
works characterized and utilized GPU sharing for different pur-
poses [30, 32, 33], Clover is the first work to demonstrate that with
carefully created mixtures of the model variants and GPU partition,
we can reduce carbon footprint while meeting the SLA.

In our experimental setups so far, we have kept the carbon in-
tensity constant for a more accessible discussion of the trade-off
among accuracy, carbon savings, and SLA. But, in practice, the
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Figure 4. The carbon intensity during a 14-day span in March and

September 2021 from two grid operators: California Independent Sys-

tem Operator (CISO) and UK Electricity System Operator (ESO).

carbon intensity of the energy source varies – making the trade-off
space even more challenging to exploit.

Opportunity 3. Carbon intensity significantly varies over time
during different seasons and across geographical locations. An
intelligent inference scheduler must exploit these spatial and
temporal opportunities to navigate the trade-offs among carbon
footprint savings, accuracy, and SLA. This can be achieved by
dynamically creating a mixture of model variants and adjusting
the GPU sharing among the model variants.

Fig. 4 shows the carbon intensity data that we collect from
real power system operators in California and the UK [34, 35].
We observe that the carbon intensity can vary by more than 200
gCO2/kWh within half a day, indicating that a carbon-aware infer-
ence system must continuously optimize its configuration based on
the carbon intensity. The presence of variation in carbon intensity
across different geographical locations and during different seasons
reiterates the need for a carbon-aware solution. Fig. 4 reveals that
the patterns of the variation are distinctively different between
regions over time due to different availability of unpredictable re-
newable energy sources, so fine-tuned solutions (e.g., adjusting
inference configuration based on the exact time of the day and date
of the year) for a particular time period is neither future-proof and
effective in other geographical regions. Motivated by these trends,
we present the design of Clover, the first carbon-aware machine
learning inference system that exploits mixed-quality models and
GPU partitioning to save carbon. Clover adapts to dynamic carbon
intensity change to intelligently perform trade-offs among accuracy,
carbon footprint, and SLA.

4 CLOVER DESIGN

Clover is a carbon-aware system for hosting machine learning
inference services on GPU servers. Clover intelligently creates a
mixture of model variants on carefully selected GPU partitions to
optimize for carbon footprint and inference accuracy under SLA
constraints. Fig. 5 visually depicts the system overview of Clover.
The inference service accepts user queries online, these queries are
put into a request queue by a producer module, and distributed
by a consumer module to individual service instances hosted on
the GPUs. The Clover controller is responsible for monitoring
the real-time carbon intensity from the local grid and initiating its
optimization process as a reaction to changes in carbon intensity or
target accuracy threshold, etc. The optimization process generates
new configurations of model variants and GPU partitions to config-
ure the GPU nodes. For the rest of this section, we will explain: (a)

Producer
PUT
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Control Interface

Queue

Consumer

GPU Nodes

Clover 
Controller
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Carbon 
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Monitor

Change 
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Optimize

Terminate?

NO

YES
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Control LogicUser
Queries

CO2

Accuracy
SLA

Figure 5. High-level system overview of Clover.

How we formulate the carbon-aware inference challenge as an opti-
mization problem; (b) How we devise a novel graph-based solution
specific to the problem setup, and what happens during Clover’s
optimization process; (c) Implementation details of Clover.

4.1 Formulation of Carbon-Aware Inference

Clover needs to optimize components simultaneously: a mixture of
model variants (multiple low-quality and high-quality models), and
theMIG partition of each GPU. By optimizing these components, we
expect the inference service of Clover to provide higher inference
accuracy when the carbon intensity is low to exploit the availability
of renewable energy, while more aggressively reducing the relative
carbon footprint when the carbon intensity is high. Throughout
the process, Clover ensures that the users’ quality of service is not
compromised by strictly complying with the SLA (e.g., meeting the
p95 tail latency requirement).

Optimization Variables. Suppose there are 𝑛 GPUs allocated
for the inference service. Clover needs to partition the GPU and
create a mixture of model variants (a combination of multiple low-
quality and high-quality models). We first define the optimization
variable for GPU partition as 𝒙𝑝 = [𝑥𝑝1 , 𝑥

𝑝

2 , ..., 𝑥
𝑝
𝑛 ], where the 𝑥

𝑝

𝑖
∈

{1, 2, ..., 19} (see Fig. 1) denotes the MIG partition configuration for
the 𝑖-th GPU among 𝑛 GPUs. Let𝑚 be the total number of GPU
partitions in the system when applying the 𝒙𝑝 partition. Note that
𝑛 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 7𝑛 because each GPU can have at most 7 partitions (see
configuration 19 in Fig. 1). Then, we can host𝑚 service instances
where every partition hosts one model copy. Each partition can host
a different model variant (i.e., different quality). To formulate the
model variant selection, all the variants available are encoded into
ordinal data. For example, when hosting EfficientNets for image
classification service, we can use 1 to represent EfficientNet-B1, 2 to
represent EfficientNet-B2, etc. Then, the optimization variable for
model variant selection on each GPU partition can be represented
as 𝒙𝑣 = [𝑥𝑣1 , 𝑥

𝑣
2 , ..., 𝑥

𝑣
𝑚], where 𝑥𝑣

𝑗
represents the model variant that

is hosted on the 𝑗-th partition.

Optimization Objectives. Clover considers both the inference
accuracy improvement and the carbon emission reduction in its
objective function. We first define the accuracy baseline as 𝐴𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ,
which is the accuracy while only using the highest quality model
variants in the service. Let 𝐴(𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) be the function of the actual
overall inference accuracy when the configurations 𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣 are used.
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Then, the inference accuracy difference can be represented as:

Δ𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝐴(𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) −𝐴𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝐴𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

× 100% (1)

Note that the Δ𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 ≤ 0 because 𝐴𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 represents the
highest possible accuracy. Similarly, for optimization convenience,
Clover defines a baseline reference for carbon footprint reduc-
tion. Specifically, we set the baseline 𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (gCO2/request) to be
the average energy consumption per inference request when the
service hosts the highest-quality model on a dedicated GPU, mul-
tiplied by a baseline average carbon intensity. In reality, average
carbon intensity can vary over time, but for optimization purposes,
assuming a baseline allows Clover to assess relative improvement,
without loss of generality. This baseline is configurable and, does
not impact the solution quality. Let 𝑐𝑖 denote the current carbon
intensity (not an optimization variable), and 𝐸 (𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) · 𝑐𝑖 be the
function of the actual average carbon footprint (energy multiplied
by 𝑐𝑖) per request when the configurations 𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣 are used with
current carbon intensity 𝑐𝑖 . We can calculate the carbon reduction
as the following.

ΔCarbon =
𝐶base − 𝐸 (𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) · 𝑐𝑖

𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
× 100% (2)

Problem Formulation. Next, Clover combines the accuracy and
carbon footprint into a single objective function 𝑓 to maximize:

𝑓 (𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) = 𝜆 · Δ𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 + (1 − 𝜆) · Δ𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (3)

where 𝜆 ∈ [0, 1] is a configurable parameter that the inference
service provider can set to dictate how important the carbon foot-
print is compared to the inference accuracy, which depends on the
application scenario. Our evaluation demonstrates that Clover is
effective across different values of this configurable 𝜆 parameters
and can even treat accuracy as a threshold. The final piece of the
problem formulation is the SLA constraint. In Clover, we use the
p95 tail latency target as SLA, the same as other online service
works [36–38]. We denote the latency target as 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 , and the actual
tail latency of the deployed service with configurations 𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣 as
𝐿(𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣), Clover must guarantee that 𝐿(𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) ≤ 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 . Putting
everything together, we can formulate the problem as:

max
𝒙𝑝 ,𝒙𝑣

𝑓 (𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) (4)

s.t. 𝐿(𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) ≤ 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 (5)

This formulation empowers Clover to become carbon-aware
when the environment’s carbon intensity varies. We set up two
illustrative example configurations 𝐴 and 𝐵 in Fig. 6, where 𝐴 has
a smaller carbon footprint while 𝐵 has higher prediction accuracy.
Fig. 6 shows thatClover selects config.𝐴when the carbon intensity
is high (𝑐𝑖 = 500). When the carbon intensity drops low (𝑐𝑖 =

100) at a later point, Δ𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 remains the same but Δ𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
changes (Eq. 2), therefore, Clover prefers config. 𝐵 (the higher
quality service configuration). Next, we discuss how Clover solves
this problem by formulating this as a graph-optimization problem.

4.2 Configuration-Graph-Based Optimization

Clover needs to solve a combinatorial optimization problem since
the 𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣 variables take discrete values from a large configuration
space. This is because 𝒙𝑝 is n-dimensional, and 𝒙𝑣 is m-dimensional
where 𝑚 = 𝑂 (𝑛). Unfortunately, the problem cannot be solved ef-

fectively using analytical methods, as we cannot derive the exact

mathematical expression for functions 𝑓 and 𝐿. One potential solution

is to train a large neural network to model the interaction between

the configuration and the relevant metrics. However, this has limited

practical effectiveness due to the offline training overhead, limited

portability across scenarios, and the need for a large amount of train-

ing data. Therefore, Clover devises an online approach that does
not require training data, works across scenarios, and is effective.

Before presenting theClover’s optimizing process, we firstmake
an observation that Clover’s optimization variables can be mapped
to a graph representation form (discussed next). Therefore, Clover
leverages the graph similarity theory to solve this optimization
problem by applying simulated annealing in the graph space.

Clover Configuration Graph. Fig. 7 visually depicts Clover’s
optimization process. Clover maps the optimization variable
(𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) into a configuration graph representation denoted as 𝑥𝑔 .
The Clover configuration graph is formally defined as:

Definition 1. A Clover configuration graph is a directed bi-

partite graph consisting of two types of vertices: the model variant
vertices and theMIG slice vertices. Each model variant vertex (or

variant vertex, for short) represents one unique model variant from

the model architecture family (Sec. 2); each slice vertex represents one

unique MIG slice type available from the GPU (Sec. 2). A weighted

edge connects a variant vertex to a slice vertex, where the weight

represents the total number of the particular model variant instances

hosted on the corresponding MIG slice type.

In Fig. 7 step 1, we show two different (𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) configurations
on one GPU and simplify the graph to three vertices of each vertex
type to simplify the demonstration. In practice, there are five slice
vertices for NVIDIA A100 and H100 GPUs (Fig. 1), and the number
of variant vertices equals the number of model variants that the
service provider develops. The total weight of all edges equals the
total number of service instances or model copies. Recall that a
configuration can have multiple slices of the same type, and this is
why the edge can have weight > 1, even though each slice/partition
holds only one model inference instance.

Why optimize using a graph-based representation? Clover’s
choice of representing the optimization variable as a configuration
graph has two major benefits. Firstly, a graph representation allows
for the removal of configurations that yield the same objective func-
tion values, resulting in a more compact search space. As discussed
in Sec. 2, MIG provides performance isolation between workloads
on the same GPU, meaning that only the MIG slice type that the
model copy runs on is relevant. This slice type configuration is
represented as the edges in the configuration graph. Which GPU
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Figure 7. Key steps of Clover configuration-graph-based optimization.

the copy runs on, and which model variants it is sharing the same
GPU with may result in different (𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) values, but they all result
in the same objective function value and the same graph 𝑥𝑔 .

The second advantage is that the configuration 𝑥𝑔 enables better
additivity, meaning that when we add more GPUs to the system,
we can simply add the edge weights of the configuration graph
for the new GPUs to the current graph 𝑥𝑔 . Similarly, we can also
do edge weight deduction when removing GPUs. Because of this
additivity property, we can easily modify the edge weight values
when varying the number of GPUs, and the number of vertices
remains constant. In contrast, the original representation requires
changing the dimensionality of 𝒙𝑝 and 𝒙𝑣 when the GPU number
changes. We note that although the smallest MIG slice on 40GB
NVIDIA A100s has sufficiently large memory (5 GB), not all models
can always fit in the smaller GPU slices. As such, Clover has taken
this into account appropriately by disabling the edge connection
between corresponding variant and slice vertices if out-of-memory
errors would occur.

Graph Similarity. Once Clover has the graph space represen-
tation of the configuration, we need a metric to determine how
similar or dissimilar different configurations are. This is because
solving combinatorial optimization problems involves exploitation
and exploration, which is more effective if the similarity of the sam-
ples can be established. To address this challenge, Clover uses the
graph edit distance (GED) [39] to measure the similarity between
two configuration graphs, which is a widely used metric in pattern
recognition [40–42]. Since our graphs contain weighted edges and
all configurations have the same vertices, we consider the edge
weight in computing the GED. For example, we show two examples
of GED computation in Fig. 7 step 2. For the comparison from graph
(i) to (ii), the editing includes removing all current edges of weight
1, and adding two new edges of weight 1 and one edge of weight 2,
the GED is computed as 8. A shorter distance means higher simi-
larity, thus graph (iii) is considered more similar to (i) than graph
(ii). This similarity measurement also makes sense from the variant
and partition point of view as we show the actual configuration
behind the graph representation in Fig. 7 step 2.

Optimization in the Graph Space. Fig. 7 step 3 visually demon-
strates how Clover performs optimization using the graph-
represented variables. First, we define the neighbor configurations:
marking a particular configuration as a center, all other configura-
tions whose graph edit distance (GED) to the center configuration
is within a distance threshold are considered as neighbors of the

center. Clover sets this GED threshold to be four because swap-
ping the model variant of one service instance incurs two GED and
switching a model copy to be hosted on a different MIG slice type
also incurs two GED.

Now that Clover has identified similar and dissimilar configura-
tions in the graph, it applies combinatorial optimization algorithms
in the graph-represented search space. Clover uses the simulated
annealing (SA) algorithm [43], which is a simple and effective opti-
mization method [44–46]. Clover follows the basic principles of
simulated annealing: during optimization, it randomly samples a
new graph 𝑥𝑔′ from the neighborhood of the current center 𝑥𝑔 to
evaluate. If 𝑥𝑔′ is a lower energy solution, we accept the new con-
figuration and move the center to 𝑥𝑔′ so that we can sample within
the new neighborhood. Note that “energy” is an SA-specific opti-
mization function that SA minimizes, and should not be confused
with the energy consumption of GPU.We design the SA algorithm’s
energy function to incorporate both Clover’s objective function
and the SLA as ℎ.

ℎ(𝑥𝑔) = −𝑓 (𝑥𝑔) ·min{1, 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙
𝐿(𝑥𝑔) } (6)

Since SA minimizes energy ℎ, we negate the objective function
𝑓 . The min operator represents that when the configuration meets
SLA, we only care about 𝑓 . But if 𝐿(𝑥𝑔) > 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 , Clover punishes
the function by how much it violated the SLA to maintain the
smoothness of the space. We accept 𝑥𝑔′ if ℎ(𝑥𝑔′) ≤ ℎ(𝑥𝑔). Oth-
erwise, we accept 𝑥𝑔′ based on a probability function 𝑃 (𝑥𝑔, 𝑥𝑔′)
which follows the standard form of SA algorithms:

𝑃 (𝑥𝑔, 𝑥𝑔′) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−ℎ(𝑥
𝑔′) − ℎ(𝑥𝑔)

𝑇
) (7)

Here, 𝑇 is the SA temperature parameter (and not the temperature
of the GPU). We set 𝑇 = 1 initially and use a cooling schedule of
0.05 per iteration until the temperature drops to 0.1, which means
the probability of accepting a worse configuration is higher early to
escape local optima and gets lower as we evaluate more samples.We
terminate the optimization process once it reaches a 5-minute time
limit or no better configuration has been found in 5 consecutive
evaluations. Clover re-invokes the optimization using a service
provided pre-determined configurable parameter – for example,
change in the carbon intensity by more than 5%, violation in the
accuracy threshold, change in the SLA limit, or change in the 𝜆
parameter that represents the relative weight between the carbon
emission and the inference accuracy.



In summary, Clover formulates the challenges of carbon-aware
inference as an optimization problem and designs a novel graph-
based optimization technique to optimize the dual objective of
accuracy and carbon footprint while guaranteeing the SLA.

4.3 Clover Implementation

Clover framework is implemented as a combination of three ser-
vice modules: (a) the load balancer module, (b) the GPU node service
module, and (c) the master controller module.

The load balancer module runs in a separate CPU-based server, a
producer accepts user requests and put them in a FIFO queue which
is monitored by a consumer (Fig. 5). Whenever a service instance
finishes processing, it notifies the consumer, which removes the
request from the head of the queue and feeds it to the service
instance. If the consumer cannot keep up with the producer due to a
bad configuration or limited capacity, requests will spend excessive
time waiting in the queue, leading to SLA violations. Therefore,
Clover’s SLA constraint implicitly posts a throughput constraint
to the service.

The GPU node service module consists of workers that process
the inference requests. The inference services are hosted as HTTP
endpoints using the Python Flask library. When the GPU gets par-
titioned, each MIG slice is assigned a unique CUDA device ID. We
set the CUDA_VISIBLE_DEVICES environment variable to the de-
vice ID to host a model on a specific partition. In addition to the
inference service, each GPU node also hosts a service that commu-
nicates with the master controller node and a carbon measurement
service. We develop the carbon measurement service based on car-
bontracker [47], a Python library that measures the total energy
consumption of the CPU and GPU components then converts it to
the carbon emission. We modify carbontracker to interact with the
master controller and support model inference.

Clover’s master controller runs on a separate CPU node and is
responsible for all the behind-the-scene optimizations. During the
optimization, it collects the accuracy, carbon, and latency data, runs
the SA algorithm, determines the next configuration to evaluate,
and reconfigures the GPU nodes. Clover’s optimization runs with
graph-represented GPU node configurations, which is implemented
using the Python NetworkX library [48, 49] - the overhead of run-
ning optimization in the background is included in all our results,
including the time taken to re-partition the hardware and reinitial-
ize the new service instances. We note that ML inference services
can be hosted in a modular fashion (a pool of pods with multiple
A100 in each pod). Hence, a hierarchical approach or grouping-
based scalability can be attained in practice by Clover. Clover
runs as a master controller on a CPU node separate from the worker
GPU nodes, using one CPU core at near-100% utilization, which
adds less 0.5% critical path latency and energy overhead, both in-
cluded in reported results.

5 CLOVER: EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

5.1 CloverMethodology

Evaluation setup. The Clover framework is implemented and
experimentally evaluated on the testbed consisting of five compute
nodes, each node has two NVIDIA A100 40GB Tensor Core GPUs
with two AMD EPYC 7542 CPUs – a total of ten NVIDIA A100

Table 1. Machine learning inference applications

Application Dataset Architecture Variants

Object
Detection

MS COCO [50]
(Microsoft)

YOLOv5 [51]
(Ultralytics)

YOLOv5l, YOLOv5x,
YOLOv5x6

Language
Modeling

SQuADv2 [52]
(Stanford)

ALBERT [21]
(Google)

V2-base, V2-large,
V2-xlarge, V2-xxlarge

Image
Classification

ImageNet [53]
(Princeton/Stanford)

EfficientNet [22]
(Google) B1, B3, B5, B7

GPUs (195 TFLOPS), which is similar to the computational power of
inference servers tested in MLPerf [54], and more or similar to other
works that use A100 GPUs, such as Abacus [55] and FpgaNIC [56].
Recall that each NVIDIA A100 GPU can have 7 MIG NVIDIA A100
slices each and hence, a total of 70 MIG slices are available for
hosting our models.

We evaluate Clover on three representative ML inference appli-
cations: object detection, language modeling, and image classifica-
tion. These applications use pre-trained state-of-the-art ML models
from the industry, and use validation sets of the most commonly
used datasets for inference queries. The details are listed in Table 1.
The accuracy numbers for model variants are available from the
public repositories of the models [57–59], and our evaluation uses
these numbers. However, the key concepts introduced in Clover
are not restricted to these models and extend to other models with
different quality variants.

For each application, the default configuration is to host the
largest model variant on the ten GPUs in our system without MIG
partitioning. We model the user queries using Poisson distribution,
following the standard methodology used in previous works of
ML inference service [54, 60, 61]. We set the Poisson parameter
such that there is neither resource starvation nor idle GPUs and
set the SLA to be the p95 tail latency [36–38] running the default
configuration. For any combination of model variants and GPU
partitions that Clover configures later, its p95 tail latency must
be within the SLA target. We note that the p95 tail latency from
the baseline (without MIG partitioning) case is not adjusted when
Clover partitions the GPUs – the same p95 tail latency from the
base case is continued to be used as an SLA constraint which makes
it realistic for Clover to operate in production environments.

We note that Clover’s evaluation purposely reports improve-
ments for each ML inference model to demonstrate that Clover’s
design is effective across different types of models individually.
While Clover supports co-locating models of different types on
the same GPU (e.g., language and object detection), datacenters
may prefer a more practical approach, such as managing separate
pods of servers, where each pod serves a specific model type. This
approach helps avoid unpredictable performance and networking
interference among different model types. Clover demonstrates
that it is possible to save carbon emissions and meet SLAs for dif-
ferent types of models without requiring datacenter operators to
change their current practices or unfairly penalize one application
over others. Our aggregate savings represent the average of the
three models, but we present them individually to confirm that
each model can benefit from Clover’s optimizations.

We use real-world carbon intensity traces to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of Clover. To ensure the evaluation finishes within a
reasonable amount of time while capturing enough variation in the
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Figure 8. Representative carbon intensity traces used for evaluation.

carbon intensity, we set the trace span to be 48 hours, as shown
in Fig. 8. We use the US CISO (California) March trace throughout
the evaluations in Sec. 5.2, and use the US CISO September and UK
ESO March traces to demonstrate Clover’s effectiveness across
geographical locations during different seasons. We note that while
a datacenter’s low power usage effectiveness (PUE) can contribute
to carbon savings (e.g., better cooling infrastructure), Clover’s
benefits do not depend on any assumptions about PUE. Clover is
evaluated using a constant PUE value of 1.5 [62]. But, the benefits
are reported as relative to ensure its benefits are not dependent on
PUE values. Although there is a lack of open-access real-time PUE
data, the PUE optimizations are complementary to ideas presented
in Clover and not competitive. The choice of PUE is based on prior
work [62], but other values can also be used.

The 𝜆 parameter which represents the relative weight between
the carbon emission and the inference accuracy, is set to 0.5 by
default. Clover always runs multiple inference server processes
simultaneously.

Competing schemes.We compare Clover to four other schemes:
a baseline scheme (carbon-unaware, but highest accuracy), a carbon-
optimal scheme, a carbon-aware system called Blover that is an
inferior version of Clover, and an oracle scheme. To the best of
our knowledge, Clover is the first carbon-aware ML inference
system with complex optimization objectives. To establish an upper
bound on benefits, we designed an oracle scheme that uses orac-
ular knowledge for optimizing the same metrics as Clover. This
also demonstrates that Clover is close to the upper bound that a
hypothetical technique can achieve.

BASE. We use the highest-quality model that runs on every
GPU exclusively as the BASE scheme, equivalent to the default
configuration. BASE has the advantage that it always provides the
highest inference quality with the lowest latency possible, but it
does not explore the opportunities we discussed in Sec. 3.

CO2OPT. This represents a scheme that aggressively minimizes
CO2 by using the most aggressive GPU partition (configuration 19
in Fig. 1) and hosting the smallest model variant on each partition.
CO2OPT exploits the insights that we show in Sec. 3, and uses the
smallest model variant to meet the SLA. However, it does not try
to improve inference accuracy based on carbon intensity.

Blover. Blover stands for Basic-Clover. This is a home-
grown variant of Clover which leverages mixed-quality models
and GPU partition and is carbon-aware just like Clover. Blover
implements all of Clover’s design principles in Sec. 4 except the
graph-based optimization in Sec. 4.2. To optimize according to
current carbon intensity, Blover performs random search in the
original problem space defined by 𝒙𝑝 and 𝒙𝑣 . Therefore, Clover’s
superiority over Blover specifically demonstrates the effectiveness
of Clover’s graph-based optimization.
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Figure 9. Clover’s effectiveness in accuracy, carbon footprint, and

SLA (p95 tail) latency compared to the baseline strategy.

ORACLE. This is an oracle scheme obtained from exhaustive
offline profiling. Whenever the carbon intensity changes, ORACLE
instantly adjusts to the variant selection and GPU partition that
maximizes the objective function. Although it guarantees optimal-
ity and is artificially designed to incur zero optimization time, it
is infeasible to be deployable in practice. In our evaluation, we
make at most four model variants available (Table 1) and standard-
ize the model mixture and partition across all GPUs to limit the
search space, but it still took the ORACLE scheme approximately
two weeks to complete its offline profiling, while Clover operates
entirely online without futuristic information.

All of the above schemes except BASE are designed to leverage
different model variants and GPU partitions, which are the key
insights as a part of Clover’s unique contributions. Next, we exten-
sively evaluate Clover against the competing schemes to compare
their inference accuracy and carbon footprint.

5.2 Clover Evaluation and Analysis

5.2.1 Effectiveness of Clover. Clover significantly reduces

carbon emission while maintaining high accuracy. First, we
discuss Clover’s effectiveness over the baseline (Fig. 9), and then,
compare against other competing schemes in terms of accuracy
and carbon emission savings (Fig. 10).

First, from Fig. 9, we observe that Clover yields over 75% carbon
emission savings across all applications with minimal accuracy
degradation (2-4%). When all three applications are hosted, Clover
saves 80% of carbon emission while keeping accuracy degradation
at 3% overall. This result is obtained via evaluation over a 48-hour
span of varying carbon intensity using US CISO (California) trace.
We note that different model variants can often degrade accuracy
by over 10% (Sec. 3). Therefore, naïvely mixing different quality
of models can lead to severe overall accuracy degradation with
suboptimal carbon emission savings – Clover avoids that situation
by intelligently mixing models of different accuracy levels, carefully
partitioning the GPUs, and adapting to the varying carbon intensity
of the energy source. In fact, later in our evaluation, we demonstrate
that one can configure Clover to set the accuracy loss to be as
minimal as 0.2%, and still achieve over 55% carbon emission savings.

Second, we observe that the service tail latency is also reduced,
even though Clover does not explicitly optimize for this metric
and only treats this as a constraint. This is because the use of lower-
quality models with less computation allows us to reduce service
latency. But, more interestingly, it also affirms Clover is effective
at using lower-quality model variants to reduce service time despite
relatively reduced GPU resources because of GPU partitioning.
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Figure 10. Clover effectively balances competing goals of carbon

savings and accuracy. Clover provides nearly as much carbon saving

as the carbon-optimal method, but with higher accuracy. Clover is

the closest to ORACLE and outperforms its basic version (Blover).

Next, Fig. 10 shows the comparison between Clover and other
competing strategies. For each application, we show the accuracy
gain and total carbon saved with respect to BASE. The horizontal
dashed line represents the best accuracy possible, while the ver-
tical line represents the most carbon saving we can achieve. The
intersection of these two extremes (the yellow star) represents the
ambitious goal to achieve the best of both worlds.

Fig. 10 confirms that Clover outperforms the competing
schemes and is always closest to ORACLE. As expected, the
CO2OPT scheme yields the highest carbon savings, but the lowest
accuracy because it aggressively leverages the model variants and
GPU partition to reduce carbon. Clover consistently outperforms
CO2OPT in terms of accuracy, while Clover is within 5% of opti-
mal carbon savings. We also note that the worst-case accuracy is
represented by CO2OPT case.

For the detection and language applications, Clover has outper-
formed Blover in terms of both accuracy and carbon. For the image
classification task, Clover has similar accuracy as both Blover and
ORACLE, but its carbon saving is significantly higher than Blover
and only slightly lower than ORACLE. Note that the difference
in the solution quality between Clover and ORACLE is because
Clover’s online search process declares maturity before finding
the most optimal configuration that ORACLE’s exhaustive offline
search can find.

We note that we chose to host a high-quality model on a GPU
as a baseline because it aligns with current industry practices and
keeps the average utilization still high. Nevertheless, even using
different configurations as the baseline (e.g., second configuration
instead of the first configuration in Fig. 1), the key ideas of Clover
are still beneficial and provide improvements.

Finally, we attempt to provide physical meaning and significance
of Clover’s carbon savings (over 75% compared to the baseline),
using an example (e.g., 25 million inferences per day for AI services
within US, which is still a conservative estimate as per [5, 6]). To
estimate the savings, we conservatively plug in our carbon saving
number which is 6.77 × 10−3 gCO2/request. The US has an average
carbon intensity of 380 gCO2/kWh [34], andwe assume a datacenter
has a PUE of 1.5. Using the back of the envelope estimations, we
calculate that Clover can help save about 170 kg of CO2 per day.
This translates to the amount of carbon emitted by a gasoline car
traveling 680 km or the amount of carbon saved by not burning
85 kg of coal every day [63]. We acknowledge that these savings
are only projections to gain a physical significance and estimate
of potential savings by Clover-like solutions. We do not claim
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than 50% of Blover) and 60% of all configurations evaluated by

Clover meet the SLA constraint.

that they are directly related to a particular AI service (e.g., large
language model inferences).

Next, we explain why Clover is able to outperform its competi-
tors and operate close to ORACLE.

5.2.2 Why is Clover effective? Sources of Clover’s effective-

ness. The achieved accuracy and carbon emission reduction are
a result of Clover’s objective function optimization (described in
Section 4.1). In order to gain a better understanding of the under-
lying factors, Fig. 11 illustrates how various schemes optimize the
objective function over time. It also visually shows the worst-case
difference between Clover and ORACLE (hour 0).

We make three major observations. Firstly, the outcome of
Clover’s optimization process closely follows what the ORACLE
would have achieved, Clover overlaps with ORACLE for the ma-
jority of the time. Secondly, the advantage of Clover is clear over
Blover when visualizing the optimization objective. Note that
Blover has the same termination condition as Clover but ends
withworse configurations. This is because, withoutClover’s graph-
based optimization, Blover cannot quickly find a near-optimal con-
figuration to keep up with the pace of the changing carbon intensity.
But Blover is still better than CO2OPT because, at least, it attempts
to adapt to the carbon intensity. Lastly, we can compare Clover’s
objective to ORACLE’s at hours 0, 24, and 48. These timestamps
have similar carbon intensities (Fig. 8) and we can confirm that
Clover gets more intelligent over time as it is getting closer and
closer to ORACLE.

Next, we use the image classification application as an example
to provide more detailed breakdowns of Clover’s effectiveness.
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Figure 13. Clover’s optimization process successfully explores mul-

tiple promising configurations to find a balance between accuracy

and carbon saving. Clover becomes significantly more intelligent

compared to when it invoked the optimization for the first time.

Clover performs optimization online that matches the qual-
ity of ORACLE’s expensive offline solution. The online explo-
ration process is present in both Blover and Clover and incurs
some exploration overhead (this overhead is included in all the
results of Sec. 5.2). In Fig. 12 (a), we visualize the optimization time
as a percentage of the total time span and show that Clover’s
configuration-graph-based optimization saves a significant amount
of time. The bars within the dashed box indicate that Blover spends
2.3% of the total time running optimization, while Clover spends
only 1.2% of the time in optimization. By splitting the time span
into six 8-hour windows, we can see that initially, both Blover and
Clover spend more than 2.5% of the time in optimization, but by
the end, Clover becomes significantly more efficient than Blover.
This improvement is due to the fact that Clover optimizes in a
smaller graph space 𝑥𝑔 than the (𝒙𝑝 , 𝒙𝑣) space (Sec. 4.2) .

In Fig. 12 (b), we see that Clover outperforms Blover in avoid-
ing SLA-violating configurations during optimization, resulting in
a better user experience even during the optimization and reconfig-
uration phase. This is because Clover performs fewer evaluations
(shown as "Saved") and the SA algorithm is able to guide Clover
towards SLA-compliant graph neighborhoods.

We configure Clover to invoke a new optimization process
whenever Clover detects more than a 5% change in the carbon
intensity compared to the previous optimization run. For a visual
illustration of further evidence, Fig. 13 shows the configurations
that Clover evaluates for three sample invocation points – the first,
second, and last invocation in the trace.

In Fig. 13, the configurations are labeled with numbers indicating
the order of evaluation. For the first time Clover is deployed and
invoked, it starts blindly thus most of the evaluated configurations
cannot meet the SLA, and eventually, it has to settle with the only
SLA-compliant configuration it has found (yellow triangle). When
invocation (II) starts, its initial configuration (red triangle) is invo-
cation (I)’s best configuration found. This optimization run is much
more effective becausemost of its configurations are SLA-compliant,
and has settled on a configuration (yellow triangle) that has both
higher accuracy and carbon savings than its initial configuration.
Finally, in the last invocation of our trace span, Clover is able to
converge to ORACLE with only four evaluations, all configurations
being SLA-compliant.
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Figure 14. Clover can achieve different levels of accuracy and carbon

savings by adjusting the weight factor on different objectives (lower 𝜆

parameter yields higher accuracy). Clover excels at achieving high

carbon savings when accuracy constraints are enforced.
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Figure 15. Clover’s co-location and mixed-quality serving enable

reductions in the number of GPUs while meeting SLA targets.

5.2.3 Clover’s robustness and adaptivity. Clover is effective

under different scenarios and constraints, including accu-

racy thresholds and geographies/carbon intensity. Recall that
Clover’s 𝜆 parameter in Eq. 3 allows customizing a trade-off be-
tween accuracy and carbon savings. Fig. 14 demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of Clover when 𝜆 shifts from 0.1 to 0.9 (at 100 gCO2/kWh
intensity). As expected, Clover gradually trades more accuracy for
higher carbon savings. Next, we show that the providers can spec-
ify accuracy loss as a constraint to Clover. In such cases, Clover
guarantees that a maximum threshold of accuracy is allowed to
participate in the trade-off. Fig. 14 (b) shows that even with a 0.2%
to 0.8% accuracy loss compared to BASE, Clover can still provide
60% to 75% total carbon saving.

Next, we show in Fig. 15 that Clover enables us to provision
a lesser number of GPUs to meet the same SLA target as BASE
while saving carbon, this is because of intelligent GPU resource
partitioning and resource sharing among mixed-quality models. In
Fig. 15, the x-axis labels represent provisioning 10, 4, and 2 GPUs
respectively, and we compare the service tail latency normalized
to the non-partitioned baseline with the highest quality models
and ten GPUs. The violated SLA for BASE scheme (> 1) implies
provisioning 10 GPUs is necessary for BASE, but when Clover is
employed, even 2 GPUs can be sufficient to meet the same service
goals because Clover is more efficient in utilizing the GPU hard-
ware and leverages mixed-quality models. The takeaway is that as
Clover explicitly reduces the operational carbon emission, it can
also implicitly reduce the carbon emission incurred in manufactur-
ing, transporting, and cooling of the unneeded server machines.

Finally, Fig. 16 confirms that Clover remains effective when
running at different geographical locations and during different
seasons – offering over 60% carbon savings with limited accuracy
loss across all applications.
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6 RELATEDWORK

Rising interests in carbon-friendly systems. Totally Green [64]
was among the first studies to provide system-focused modeling of
environmental impact during datacenter production and operation.
Recently, there has been a rise in interest in addressing the carbon
emission of large-scale systems as IT companies aim to achieve
net zero goals. ACT [2] and Chasing Carbon [65] provide in-depth
industry-reported CO2 characterizations to build carbon modeling
tools for desktops and mobile phones. Although these works do
not provide carbon-friendly inference solutions, our motivation to
build Clover is driven by their industry-grade numbers. Carbon
Explorer [66] and CICS [67] make datacenters carbon-aware by
greedily pausing or delaying batch jobs in a datacenter when there
is a limited supply of renewable energy (potentially violating SLAs)
– Clover hosts services that must be available 24/7 and achieves
carbon savings without compromising service capacity and SLA.

Sustainable AI [6] presents an end-to-end analysis of how Meta
uses hardware-software co-design to reduce its AI carbon footprint.
Similar efforts toward reducing carbon emission also appear in
Google andMicrosoft [5, 68–70] related toML training and software
development, but none of these prior works address the challenge
of making ML inferences more carbon-friendly via GPU partition-
ing and mixed-quality models. One closely relevant work [70] has
attempted simple solutions of pausing cloud instances at high car-
bon intensity – which is not possible for SLA-critical ML inference.
Clover is motivated by these prior works, but takes a significant
step forward – it designs and builds the first real-system framework
to reduce the carbon footprint of ML inference services.

Machine learning inference service. Many previous research
works have focused on various aspects of ML inference services in-
cluding latency predictability [55, 71, 72], cloud cost efficiency [73–
77], and adaptive query batching [37, 78–80]. Clover distinguishes
itself from these previous contributions, as it focuses on building a
carbon-aware inference system.

Some works have focused on the energy perspective of ML in-
ference on GPU clusters [81–83] and battery-powered devices [84–
86]. In particular, prior works [81–83] are useful in terms of mak-
ing DNN inference more energy efficient. But, they do not con-
sider the carbon intensity, the accuracy-carbon trade-off, and auto-
matic carbon-aware model variant and GPU partition configuration,
which are the key insights of Clover. These prior works do not
design and build a framework to reduce the carbon footprint of
SLA-constrained ML inference services.

INFaaS [87] builds a model-less service that hides the model
selection and hardware from developers but does not focus on
carbon savings or hardware sharing for dynamically adapting to a
changing environment. Gslice [32] and Gpulet [88] improve GPU
utilization using NVIDIAMulti-Process Service (MPS) [29], butMPS
does not provide performance isolation, memory protection, and
error isolation while Clover uses NVIDIA’s latest MIG partition
that provides hardware-based isolation and protections. MISO [30]
uses MIG partition to improve system throughput, but it does not
consider accuracy/carbon/SLA of inference services while Clover
designs a novel configuration-graph-based optimization to optimize
the MIG partition and service model online. Among all the works
in this field, Clover is the first inference framework that leverages
mixed model variants and MIG GPU partition to become carbon-
aware.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel approach, Clover, to address
the AI sustainability challenge by designing a carbon-aware ML
inference service framework. Clover provides an intelligent and
practical solution to balance the trade-offs between carbon emission,
accuracy, and SLA targets. We believe that our work will encourage
researchers and practitioners to develop richer GPU partitioning
hardware support and generate mixed-quality models to reduce the
inference carbon footprint further.We hope thatCloverwill inspire
the community to work toward more environmentally sustainable
solutions for ML inference systems.
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